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1.1 OUT OF THE CAGE 

—in which I find Ken in Milwaukee 

 

 People generally consider any time before they were born to be prehistoric.  I can well 

understand that the two generations of folks born in the past fifty years will consider the time-

frame of this memoir (the early 1970s) to be ancient history.  It is.  In fact the world of the mid-

20th century was immensely different than nowadays.  It was already in the automotive age and 

had its own distinctive styles, but in terms of social attitudes that time was still quite like the 19th 

century.  Otherwise, the 70s were very much the roots of our ultra-modern 21st century.   

 For my younger readers, probably the most appreciable difference between then and now 

is that there were essentially no “devices”—or even computers!  Sure, there were electronic 

“machines” like primitive televisions (though I didn’t have one), simple radios (good mostly for 

sports and rock and roll or country music), and phonographs for playing one’s favorite records.  

Telephones sat on a table and letters were written long-hand or typewritten and were mailed.   

 If you can imagine, back then entertainment wasn’t the only alternative to work and 

sleep.  Watching movies was only an occasional and special treat (in a real theater).  Reading 

books and playing tangible games or sports were important pastimes.  In those long-ago 70s, 

people spent their free time coping with life (or not) and doing things (or not). 

 I will spare you my rants about what has happened to our economic system in the past 

half-century and remark only that private enterprise has apparently triumphed over public good. 

Meanwhile, the vast majority of us have now become economic slaves.  If you don’t think this is 

true, then you just haven’t been paying attention.   

 Also of surpassing importance was that dire day in 2001 when we entered the Age of 

Fear.  Don’t get me started on how the media (advertising) and entertainment industries and 

government have been force-feeding us violence (i.e., adrenalin, the fight-flight hormone) and 

indoctrinating us with fear.   Though in the 70s we worried a lot about the Viet Nam war, we 

generally didn’t used to feel threatened by violence on the personal (or psychic) level.   

 A case in point is when, as I wrote earlier, on July 9, 1970, I put Barbara, Jake, and 

Aimée on a plane in Chicago to go to New York and thence to Lake Lugano in Italy.  Count the 

things in the following description of that pivotal event which would never happen nowadays, 

and then think of what it would be like today: 

 We parked the car, and while Barbara herded the girls across all the traffic lanes, I lugged 

their two big suitcases into the terminal at O’Hare.  When she’d checked the bags at the airline 

desk, we looked up the departure gate on the big board.  I carried Aimée down the crowded 

corridor, and Jake skipped along holding Barbara’s hand.  We sat a bit along the big window 

watching planes roll by until the attendant called for folks to board. 

  Outside the gate, we had to walk a little way across the tarmac and carried the girls up 

the steps onto the plane to seats about half-way back.  Jake took the seat by the window, and 

Aimée climbed in with her to look out.  When they were belted into their seats, I kissed each of 

them goodbye, Barbara last, and told them to have a wonderful time in Italy.  As I walked away 

up the aisle, we blew each other more kisses.  

  Down the steps again, I stood back and waved as the plane began taxiing away.  Barbara 

and the girls took turns putting their faces to the little window and waving to me.  I can’t say that 

I remember feeling much of anything when the plane took them up into the air.  Nor did I think 

much of anything on the drive back to Milwaukee.  Likely, I was in shock. 

# 
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 Beyond those differences, I should note that the 70s were an extremely important decade 

for gay life.  They were our first and last almost carefree era in the 20th century.  At least in that 

fortunate decade in many larger American cities, gays could find communities of acceptance 

(ghettos?) and for the large part avoid homophobic legal troubles or violence. 

 After the earlier repressive decades, in the free-love 60s gays became more widely known 

and acknowledged, if not approved.  In the 70s we became almost commonplace, even stylish, if 

still not officially accepted.  Society of the time seemed to understand that gay people were 

behind much of its modern culture and arts, like a perversely elite class.   

 In the new freedom of the 70s many gays (mainly of the urban sort) lived in carefree 

openness, and gay sex seemed to be everywhere, for free or for sale.  In that decade of relative 

liberty, perhaps for the first time in modern history, we were free to pursue love and happiness, 

though still not legally.  But with the easing of restrictions on gay life, lots of us gay folk were 

caught unawares.  After lives under homophobic repression, most of us didn’t have a clue how to 

deal with our liberated emotions—or how to relate honestly and maturely with each other.   

 Gay life often became a circus of casual and often impersonal sex, wild carousing, and 

spontaneous, untended relationships, usually of brief duration.  Neither we nor much of the 

straight world had yet discovered how to think about, discuss, or nurture interpersonal relations.  

Blissfully ignorant and blessedly unbothered, gay and straight alike could afford to be careless 

about sex.  The 70s were the last safe decade before the plague of AIDS tried to kill us all.   

# 

 

 Barbara’s departure with the girls gave me a fabulous reprieve from the emotional 

straight jacket I’d worn for five years.  But oddly, the temporary liberty was to prove even more 

confusing than my first coming-out.   

 Back in New Orleans in the early 60s, my beloved Indian friend and guru Desai, had 

called me a tiger, but nowadays I’d say the better metaphor would be a jaguar, that iconic top cat 

of the New World (nocturnal and solitary).  At any rate, a feline self-image carried me through 

my wild faerie youth.  Then, with the marriage, my jaguar wound up in a cage.  Now the door 

was standing wide open.  Like a beast grown used to his prison, I simply sat there dumbly, 

 unaware of freedom beckoning. 

 When I got back from the airport in Chicago to our little townhouse in Milwaukee’s new 

Brown Deer suburb (3727 Juniper Court), I was stunned to be truly alone and free for the first 

time in five years.  All afternoon I wandered around the townhouse piddling, straightening things 

up, putting away the girls’ toys, picking up clutter, sweeping the kitchen, and even vacuuming 

the living room.  Then I puttered in my study for the next morning’s class.  (I’d had to stay at 

home to teach Russian in summer school at the University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee.)   

 Thank goodness, I was still keeping a journal, though not as descriptive as in earlier 

years, because otherwise I wouldn’t know those mundane things I did in my new-found freedom.  

During the past busy and rather uneventful year in Milwaukee, my writing had lapsed into a 

laconic, telegraphic style, but fortunately, reading it now it cues up lost memories of that distant 

past.  For instance, I’m glad to learn what I did that first evening.   

 John and Alice, a kindly neighbor couple with a hyper little daughter, invited this lonely 

bachelor husband to dinner, and then I went downtown to see Fellini’s “Satyricon” again.  The 

week before, when I’d suggested we get those neighbors to babysit the girls and go see the 

movie, Barbara had read a review and figured she wouldn’t like it.  I’d decided then to go by 

myself, and she got angry, even more so than usual when I’d dared do anything on my own. 
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 Movies can often be formative experiences for folks, but they’d never been a very big 

thing in my life.  Seeing Disney’s “Peter Pan” as a ten-year-old kid was indeed an inspiring 

epiphany for me, but up to this point the most influential film in my life had been Fellini’s “La 

Dolce Vita.”  It became the anthem for my debauchery in the French Quarter.  I presumptuously 

saw myself as that beautiful youth with the candelabra leading the way through a ruined castle.   

 “Satyricon” was hands-down the most powerful cinematic experience I’d ever had, a 

monumental dream on film.  Seeing it that first time, I’d read the subtitles, but this second time I 

watched the flow of hypnotic images.  This time the dream feeling was even more intense with 

phantasmagoric scenes sliding subconsciously one into another with little rational connection.   

 Fellini’s surreal scenes burned themselves into my memory:  Trimalchio’s mind-boggling 

feast, Encolpio’s groveling offer to love the Minotaur, his surreal ship-board wedding with 

Lychus of Tarentum, the tender intimacies with Gitone and Ascylto, the abduction of the divine 

hermaphrodite, the restorative erotic rite with the witch...   

After the five years of my comatose marriage, the movie now showed me a world where 

one could actually experience passion and ecstasy, even if in a dream.  Like the old song:  “Row, 

row, row your boat gently down the stream. / Merrily, merrily, merrily, merrily, life is but a 

dream.”  That message launched me into my new freedom with a sense of miraculous things 

about to happen. 

# 

 

 After the film, suddenly finding myself outside the cage, my jaguar went on the prowl in 

decidedly un-Roman Milwaukee.  I’ll admit to having a predatory attitude, but I was hunting for 

love (emotional connection).  Sex was simply the most effective strategy I knew for catching 

love, however transitory.  Unlike for sexual predators, power wasn’t a motivation for my 

nocturnal hunt.  Quite the opposite:  I longed to surrender to my prey. 

 I dropped in at the Ten Hundred, another secret haunt in the past year.  I recall the quiet 

gay lounge was in a little house on the slope of a hill.  Inside were a short bar with stools and a 

few scattered tables.  Typical of the repressive times, a long seat ran along under a completely 

curtained-off window—which effectively hid the gay clientele inside from prying straight eyes.   

 I sat at the bar with my standard Coke.  In my New Orleans years, while carousing I’d 

sometimes drink a Falstaff beer merely to wet my dancing whistle, or every so often maybe have 

a gin and tonic, but liquor didn’t really appeal to me.  Then in the sedate Seattle years, I’d 

dropped even those half-hearted vices and rarely touched the stuff—especially in the later 

asthmatic years when any alcohol, even an innocent glass of wine, would bring on an attack.   

 Nursing my Coke, I observed a few fellows sitting at tables, usually by twos or threes, 

but no one who turned me on.  Clearly my inner jaguar wasn’t serious yet about hunting.  After 

all those years of desperate hunger for a man, suddenly I felt no particular urgency.  Inspired by 

the movie and with the prospect of several weeks of freedom, I could afford to be patient.  All in 

good time, the Minotaur would lift his hornéd mask, and my dream of glory would begin.   

 Next stop was in the appropriately named Castaways, a hopping dive downtown by the 

river also known well from my secret nights out.  When I’d caroused in the French Quarter, guys 

couldn’t dance with each other, even in Dixie’s (Bar of Music) or Lafitte’s (in Exile).  It would 

have immediately brought in the vice squad for a raid and complimentary ride in a paddy wagon, 

not to mention public notoriety.  We could only dance together at private parties, and even those 

weren’t necessarily safe from invasion by homophobic authorities.   
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 Then on my “research” trip to DC in May of 1969, I was astounded to discover at Lou’s 

Hideaway that we could actually dance together in public.  But of course, that was in the big 

cosmopolitan city of Washington DC.  Now, a year later, I was in charming little Milwaukee, 

and it had become permissible even here for guys to dance together.  What a difference that year 

had wrought for gay liberation, though the windows at the Castaways were also still blacked out. 

 Ever since my adolescent obsession in backwoods Arkansas with American Bandstand 

(my only window on the outside world), dancing had been a total compulsion for me.  When I 

came out in the French Quarter and discovered the disreputable bars on Decatur Street, my style 

switched right away from rock’n’roll to Latin (merengue, cumbia, pachanga, and so on) and 

Greek sailor dances (think “Never on Sunday”).  Those dances were incomparable ecstasy. 

 When I left New Orleans and had to switch back to the evolving rock music of the later 

60s, those ethnic rhythms greatly influenced my dancing.  My hips and shoulders could now 

move in a most unusual way, sensitive to syncopation and prone to dramatic gestures.  In my 

first year in Seattle bereft of sailor bars or other dance venues, I had to resort to silent solo 

recitals in parks or on the campus lawn, often like a demented male Isadora Duncan.  No doubt 

that earned me a wide reputation as a peculiar sort of guy, but not necessarily as a sexual 

eccentric.  Crazy was okay, of course, but gay would have been beyond Seattle’s social pale.  

 All the years of our marriage, I’d suffered acute dance-deprivation.  Barbara and I only 

rarely ever went out socially.  In fact, only twice did we dance together, once briefly at a 

Halloween party (she scandalously pregnant and costumed as a nun, and I in a priest’s chasuble), 

the other time just as briefly in a tavern while out having a drink with friends.  Barbara didn’t 

care for dancing but correctly thought me an impressive dancer.  Otherwise, I only got to dance 

on equally rare occasions, like that stolen week of Dionysian ecstasy at Lou’s Hideaway in DC 

when the hit song was “Let the Sun Shine in.”  The Age of Aquarius indeed! 

 In any case, Milwaukee’s hideaway for us gay castaways was really just one big room, a 

bar at the back and counters along the walls around the central dance floor.  For a good while, I 

danced happily around with acquaintances from earlier visits, all nice guys, but no one tempting.  

After many exhilarating gyrations to fun songs like “Mama Told Me (Not to Come)” and no one 

catching my jaguar’s eye, I drove back to Brown Deer.   

 Curiously unperturbed, on the way home I realized that I was no longer interested in 

simply finding a man for a night of whoopee.  What I wanted was a sweet lover for my weeks of 

freedom, a paramour like lovely John who’d first welcomed me to Milwaukee.  Someone who 

would still be around for me to love when Barbara would come back from Italy.   

# 

 

 Day two of the reprieve was routine with morning Russian class on the lawn under a tree 

by Downer Avenue with my students lounging on the grass.  At home in the afternoon, my 

jaguar stalked around the study while I wrote on a letter to Barbara.  Remarking how weird it felt 

being alone, of course I didn’t explain that weird meant wonderfully, gloriously great.   

 That night I headed off to the Castaways again where a good crowd of dancers produced 

several capable partners.  On a nightcap swing past the Ten Hundred, I bumped into a guy I’d 

gone home with the year before.  Though the short, bespectacled fellow was cute enough, when 

he bought me a Coke and invited me home with him again, I gently declined to play an encore.    

 In the afternoon of the third day of my new freedom, Saturday, I finished the letter to 

Barbara with realistic but utterly false descriptions of two lonely days and nights.  I went out 

fairly early that night, figuring it was high time to take somebody to bed—whether or not of 
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paramour potential.  At the Castaways I stood along the wall watching the place fill up.  

Eventually a cute guy came up and leaned on the counter beside me.   

 Several minutes of those unspeaking, peripheral glances, and then I asked him to dance.  

Rather butch (our gay slang for ‘masculine’), he didn’t seem interested in me but did put his 

arms around me from behind and wiggle.  Then he went off to dance with another guy and was 

exquisitely vulgar.  Watching his antics, I wondered if I truly wanted to bed somebody or just to 

dance.  In any case, I went home early for a Saturday night, my jaguar docilely following. 

 On both Sunday and Monday (after work as a security cop at the Art Museum and the 

fairgrounds respectively), I made nocturnal forays out to the bars for dances—and naturally for 

my jaguar to see what might turn up in the way of an appropriate mate.  No luck, but I ran into a 

bearded fellow named Bob I’d met through last year’s secret John.  He told me lovely John had 

moved to Chicago and then invited me to a big party out in the country the next weekend.   

 Then on Tuesday a student in my class, an exotic hippie girl named Romana with great 

black ringlets invited me to her party that evening.  It was full of equally exotic hippie folks with 

long hair, beads, bell-bottoms, and all that, which was tremendously appealing.  Romana and her 

crowd were my first exposure to the legendary hippies.  From the married sidelines, I’d long 

watched the rise of their generation with envious frustration.     

 Romana told me some of the party guests were dancers (in the artistic sense).  So this 

party was also my first exposure to such exotic creatures as real dancers—and praise be, not my 

last.  (Wait for it.)  They were easily identified by how they stood with feet at odd angles and 

moved with apparently unconscious grace.  Though one tall dancer-guy was obviously of the gay 

persuasion, after much chit-chat, I left for the Ten Hundred. 

 By now the plump, balding bartender knew my usual drink and had it waiting for me 

when I walked up to the bar.  I took my tame Coke to an empty table and perused the several 

cute fellows around the place, taking special note of a striking curly-headed blond guy in a dark 

sweatshirt way down at the end of the bar.  He was talking closely with another blond with long 

hair and glasses and wasn’t aware that I existed.   

 His spirited conversation with and attention to his companion were rather discouraging, 

but undaunted, I admired his profile.  His curved lips and sensitive brow were like an angel by 

Botticelli.  For half a second his sidelong glance caught my cruise, instantly turning away.  I kept 

on adoring his beauty till they left.  Fulfilled, I finished my Coke and didn’t even think to go to 

the Castaways for a nightcap frolic.  The jaguar slept peacefully that night and the next.  

# 

 

 On the spur of the moment Thursday afternoon, they called me to work security yet again 

at the Art Museum.  Changing clothes afterwards in the car, I went to the summer fest carnival, 

where I’d also been security the past Monday, to see it as a so-called civilian.  Grandly strolling 

the midway past game booths, rides, and side shows, I again felt in a Fellini film, like Encolpio 

dreaming his beautiful way through Rome.   

 I was fascinated by the sometimes grotesque variety of passersby, but particularly by the 

alluring youths, of course.  I spent a good while chatting up a cute Gitone selling tickets to the 

bumper cars, the voluptuous kid clearly aware he was teasing a jaguar, and my attentions made 

him strut and squirm deliciously.  Then the dream switched suddenly to the Ten Hundred. 

 Taking my glass of brown bubbly over to the seat beneath the curtained window, I 

checked out the couples and clusters of gay guys, fascinated again by the variety of their faces, 
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each so individual and beautiful in his own way.  Obviously the only one there all by myself, I 

lounged on the long window-seat while my jaguar preened his spotted golden pelt.   

 Then in the door walked the Botticelli beauty and his sidekick, and they joined two guys 

over by the juke box.  Unfortunately, he stood facing away from me.  Fixated, I watched them go 

to the bar for drinks—for a moment he maybe saw my adoring eye but gave no sign that he did.  

Still without even a glance at me, he led his friend straight over to my window seat and sat down 

beside me, the other on his other side.  He continued his conversation with the guy, apparently 

not even noticing the avid, drooling feline crouched on his right. 

 My gaze conscientiously elsewhere, I stole peripheral peeks at the lovely guy and easily 

eavesdropped on their conversation.  It sounded like a discussion or argument about something 

strangely technical.  Even without looking directly, I could feel that he was a bit taller than I and 

nicely lean.  Too bad he was taken.  Unable to make heads or tails of their talk, I felt quite 

extraneous and nursed my Coke, wondering how on earth to catch his attention. 

 Their discussion suddenly switched to some other inscrutable subject with strong, if 

unspecific, opinions on both sides.  On a whim I turned to look directly at them, and the other 

guy gave me a friendly, possibly gloating, grin.  Not even a glance from the angel.  I retreated to 

the dregs of my drink and tried to be philosophical about my lack of romantic luck.   

 Finally I decided to head off for the Castaways, drained my glass, and disconsolately 

rattled the ice cubes.  Right there before my wondering eyes, a chunk of ice leapt up out of the 

glass and flew over straight into the guy’s lap.  He laughed brightly, even more surprised than I, 

and looked at me with a beatific smile.  I abjectly apologized for what I couldn’t have done on 

purpose if I’d tried.  With the ice now literally broken, we started talking. 

 He was very soft-spoken, Ken, an unemployed high school teacher, and to my immense 

relief, he introduced the other as his little brother Gary.  They heard my tale of Rich the fugitive 

husband and were sympathetic.  Ken explained that he’d gone into the Army right after High 

School, served in Korea, and then done college on the GI bill to be a teacher.  Watching his 

lovely lips move, I had a hard time paying attention to his words.  As a total civilian, I was 

hugely impressed and did the math.  Ken was probably not much more than a year older than I, 

maybe 29, though I figured he didn’t look a day over 25.  

 I made bold to ask what they’d been talking about before, and Gary explained that they’d 

been discussing how to fix their mother’s washing machine.  Both brothers seemed so straight 

that I started losing hope for an amorous encounter.  Especially so when Ken said he was ready 

to go home and shook my hand with a divine smile.  Gary followed him out the door.  Staring 

into my empty glass, I again tried to be philosophical about the near miss. 

  In my promiscuous years I’d learned one must strike while the iron’s hot.  Postponing 

gratification to a future meeting only gave the metal time to cool off.  Although they’d been in 

the Ten Hundred two nights in a row, I couldn’t really count on ever seeing Ken again, and if I 

luckily did, the iron would surely have gotten ice cold.  Like the old Elvis song, love was now or 

never, and this incredible Ken looked like a good candidate for never.  My disappointed jaguar 

licked its paw so miraculously touched by an angel.  

### 
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1.2 RUNNING FREE 

—in which Ken and I have an affair 

 

 At that point there’s a sudden break in the journal, a good indication of life overtaking 

record-keeping.  In fact, my jaguar was off and running free.  Swept up in that amazing week, I 

only later managed to note a hurried list of high points.  Please forgive me now if I intersperse 

(in italics) my elder comments and memories.  It’s the only way I can imagine to narrate this 

period for which I have so few clear memories.  Otherwise, I fear I’d slip into an artificial, trite, 

and romantic wallow.  And forgive me too if I get snippy at times.  It’s an elder’s prerogative. 

 The next entry was dated Friday, July 17, a few uneventful days after meeting Ken so 

serendipitously, compliments of an ice cube: 
 

 “Lord knows what went on during the day… Doubtless, class in the morning and 

probably security cop work.  Late at night feeling not a little coldish… That summer 

continued downright chilly, sweater weather even in July.  …I went down to the summer 

fest carnival again to see the bumper car kid.  He wasn’t there.  On my way to the 

Castaways around midnight got stopped for a drawbridge and was regaled on the radio 

with “Angel in the Morning.”  It struck me as very good.  The air was expectant.   

  “In the bar I danced a bit with round-faced guy I’d seen before.  Found Ed and 

exchanged pleasantries, but he is something else.  Ed was a Zefirelli-Romeo lookalike I’d 

had the past spring when Barbara and girls were in Florida—he burned with ferocious 

lust.  Bob and his friend Peggy showed up fresh and impressed from seeing “Satyricon.”   

 “I leaned on the juke box feeling like I should be looking for someone specific in 

all that mess.  Suddenly he showed up.  Ambling across the floor to me with a bottle of 

Miller’s, a green turtle-neck, and blue jeans.  Ken.  He seemed happy to see me.  We 

leaned against the juke box, talking…  

 Either I’m imagining it or actually recall one snatch of our conversation.  I 

apologized again for throwing ice in his lap the other night, and Ken laughed as 

beautifully as before.  He said he’d been trying to think of a way to talk to me, an opening 

line.  I told him it was fate that threw that ice-cube, and he agreed.   

 “…and danced.  As always, all else drifted out of my consciousness.  Okay, we 

know all about me and dancing.  The music back then in the Castaways was stuff like 

“Someday We’ll Be Together” or “Ain’t No Mountain High Enough.”  I do specifically 

recall us dancing to Ike and Tina Turner’s “Proud Mary.”  Being rather lanky, Ken had 

a small problem with coordinating his long limbs, which made for an awkward, almost 

spastic dance, but I found it endearing.  To my amazement, the iron was still hot. 

 “When the dancing stopped…  Notice that it wasn’t that we stopped dancing, but 

that the ecstatic fit subsided. …Ken took me across the street to the Rooster… Another 

gay bar for the older types, some motorcycle hippies, and such. …where we met some 

people he knew and had a drink.  At the bar Ken brushed against me gently with a 

beatific smile, as though we knew.  The bunch of us moved farther into the bar.  Soon 

Ken was using me as a prop, or our arms were around each other, or I was leaning close 

to him sitting at a table.  This detail is striking because I don’t believe I’d ever before 

behaved so affectionately with a guy in public, even in a gay bar. Ah, that exquisite 

passion when you can’t keep your hands off each other. 

 “Each of us invited the other to the party this weekend.  We waited around to hear 

about an after-bar party.  Riding in his Mustang with two other guys.  Ken had a red ’65 
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Mustang convertible!  It stole my heart!  Hubcap off on Memorial Drive. I love the detail 

about the hubcap!   

 “Dark room of party.  In a sudden moment, Ken bent my head back in a kiss.  We 

retreated to the kitchen to stand cuddling and kissing.  When rides for the two other guys 

were arranged, we left and went back to his house on Pierce Street by the Conservatory.”  

Here’s some Milwaukee local color:  The Mitchell Park Horticultural Conservatory is a 

complex of domed environments.  Ken’s place was a studio apartment not much bigger 

than the bed.   

# 

 

 My lackadaisical journaling style, no matter how understandable, is still frustrating.  

There isn’t one damned syllable between “Conservatory” and the entry for the next day, 

Saturday, July 18.  I left out all the good stuff!  The least I could have done was to drop some 

clue about what went on between Ken and me that night on Pierce Street, but I was far more 

emotionally involved in the living than in the summary writing.  Somewhere along the line I’d 

lost the notion of my journal being letters to remind the Old Me of my young joys.  I started the 

entry for Saturday, July 18, with a tantalizing detail: 
 

 “We were finally out of the flowered sheets late, and Ken made pancakes.  To my 

old ear reading this nowadays, ‘finally’ has a subtle sexual implication.  Also, such 

designer linens had been completely outside my experience.  The flowers seem to have 

been poignantly erotic for me.  When his friend Dennis from West Bend came, we ate.  I 

vaguely recall Dennis, who sometimes visited Ken, a slight, wispy-haired fellow.  I can’t 

describe the atmosphere that hovered between Ken and me.  How better to say we were 

flush with new-found love? It was an indescribable feeling. 

 “Loathe to leave him, I roared home to Brown Deer to get my stuff, raced by to 

pick up Don… A fellow of whom I have absolutely no memory. …and back to Ken’s.  

Then we all drove out to Warren’s house in the Mustang.  I believe the party was out west 

near Lake Pewaukee, but I didn’t pay much attention to where we were going as long as I 

was with Ken.  Holding hands with Ken the whole long, dreary-day way, I could tell that 

Don knew he’d stumbled into quite a new development for me. 

 “At the party place we were soon in the pool, splashing, laughing, and looking at 

one another.  Even a kiss out in the middle that embarrassed Ken.  Again, I apparently 

was running wild with the new freedom to love.  It must have been just as new for Ken to 

neck with a guy out in the open—and in broad daylight to boot.  

 “Met many guys, many familiar from the bars.  None of whom presented any 

distraction from my fixation on Ken.  Lounged around inside talking and cuddling on the 

chaise.  Many kisses multiplying.  Standing around together.  Dancing together.  How 

else to describe the joy of being with a new love?  One lovely young man who’d been 

watching us asked how long we’d been lovers.  Ken and I laughed, and he said, “Twenty-

four hours.”  It was unutterably sweet and enthralling.  Unspeakably or utterly? 

 “Dinner.  A nap together upstairs to the sniggers of many.  We lay in the evening 

light in splendid intimacy doing nothing to snigger about.  A good deal of dancing out on 

the darkened porch.  Sitting on the sofa among all the others.  Embracing.  We were the 

lovers.  Beyond a shadow of a doubt.  But tired.  Soon we bid adieu to the host and crowd 

and rode the long way back to Ken’s flowered bed and a long night of love and sleep.” 

# 
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 Once more, that’s all I wrote, darn it.  Very rarely, unless there’s something extraordinary 

about them, have I ever been able to remember sex acts in detail.  So now for curious readers, let 

me provide some salacious speculations about that night of love.  I’ll also try and do the same for 

my other romantic liaisons hereafter as exercises in creative recollection.  It might tread awfully 

close to fiction, essentially semi-fiction: 

 It may as well have been that Sunday with bright morning shining in through his little 

window when Ken and I awoke on those flowered sheets.  Within moments we would resume 

our hungry kissing and caressing each other’s private parts, quickly rousing them to penetrate 

other private parts.  Maybe it’s only a phantom memory, but my body vaguely recalls the weight 

of Ken’s warm body lying on my back, his cock thrusting exuberantly up my jubilant butt.  Less 

vague is the sensation of that morning sun shining warm on my arm the while, though not as 

warm as Ken’s body on and in me, or as thrilling as his groans when coming. 

So Sunday, July 19, probably started somewhat after our sun-warmed awakening: 
  

 “Up quite late, we had a lovely breakfast again.  Went by Brown Deer to change 

clothes and show Ken the place.  I also showed him photos of the family.  What he must 

have felt on seeing my wife and kids, I can only imagine.   We took off again in the dreary 

day but were radiant.  A poetic juxtaposition of natural and personal weather!  Not only 

was that a chilly summer but often overcast.  On the way back to Warren’s, we ate some 

plums and spoke of our closeness, both knowing that something special was happening.  

I’m surprised that we talked even that much about our feelings.  Thanks for those plums. 

 “Some of the party-folks were still there.  We lovers were quite fresh and jumped 

into the pool again.  More moments of intimacy in the presence of friends.  Soon we 

made off to find a grocery store to buy some dinner and got lost in the Kettle Moraine.  

More local color:  The Kettle Moraine is an area of glacial deposits, small rounded hills 

interspersed with valleys where the last pieces of the ancient glaciers finally melted away 

to leave lakes and ponds.  So it was sometime later when we got back to Ken’s with our 

meat and artichokes and sweet corn for dinner.  Nice to know about the menu, and note 

how domestic we’d become already. 

 “I’m not sure what the evening was—oh, yes—we went to evensong at the 

cathedral.  Kneeling together.  Singing.  I felt the way I usually do in a church.  While 

considering myself basically religious, I felt only an aesthetic connection to the rituals of 

organized religion.  This was bearable because it was Episcopalian, Ken’s denomination.  

But being with him was all the spiritual exercise I needed.   

 “Afterwards, he and Gary went down to the Summerfest… I told him to check out 

the cutie at the bumper car ride.  …and I drove up to the townhouse to do some prep for 

the next day’s class.  I’m impressed that I could still be academically responsible.  When 

they got back, Ken scared me because he was so quiet.  While we listened to some Soler 

harpsichord, I watched him wondering what was wrong.  He was just very tired.  How 

easily a lover becomes alarmed at the slightest change in the beloved’s demeanor.  Back 

at his place we simply cuddled down to sleep.” 

# 

 

 This time I guess I’ll have to take that “simply” as indicative of a night without nookie.  

Stands to reason that after three days of intense love-making, we’d need a little break.  You 

might say the edge was wearing off our blades.  Curious metaphor of love as a sword-fight.  It 
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was a respite between bouts.  As I was swept along by the cresting flood of love, what I wrote 

about Monday, July 20, got even more telegraphic, like tweets by twits on Twitter:  
 

 “Had to leave early.  Class in an ecstatic state.  Took time after to get off a letter 

to the wife.  A boring fiction embellished with a remark on our upcoming fifth 

anniversary on the 26th and lies about being busy—and lonely.  The marvelous truth was 

simply untellable.  And back again to Ken for the trackless wilderness of love in the 

afternoon.  Where did that trackless wilderness come from?   
   

          A walk in the park.  The sun.  All of it merges 

into beauty.  The day.  The evening.  The night.”  I 

apparently lapsed into a lyrical ecstasy.  In the park I 

luckily took a snapshot of Ken doing the same.  

(Sadly, I wasted my other shots on park scenes like 

an idyllic white gazebo on the woodsy farther shore 

of the lake.)  Look at his Botticelli profile… those 

sensuous lips.  
 

          For Tuesday, July 21, the comments were still 

lyrical but also of more substance.  We finally 

managed to get down to brass tacks about our 

relationship.  Remember, these lines were written 

only some days later with at least a little bit of 

perspective:  
Ken in the Park, July 20, 1970 

“Up much later in the glorious morning.  Gold light on Ken’s face.  That’s the 

aforementioned sunlight shining in his little window.  The morning trees delirious.  

Nothing like poetry in the morning.  Back from class…  Ellipsis past a morning of 

teaching.  …I lay with Ken on the sofa and confessed that I’m now sure I’m in love with 

him.  He looked down at me and said he thinks he’s in love with me too.  And I mean it.  

Since my first (unrequited) love for Peter in 1961, I don’t think I’d ever told a guy I loved 

him.  Even in intensely amorous liaisons, neither of us had ever professed outright love.  

That was a concept out of the straight world, and for gay guys like me, love essentially 

meant desire.  How fully he is rejuvenating everything I do and replacing all the tired 

parts of my life.  Now that’s saying a mouthful! 

 “We drove in the afternoon to see UWW [University of Wisconsin-Whitewater], 

where Ken went to school and the house where he used to live.  I fondly imagined what 

an exquisite student he must have been on that tree-lined campus but wondered what his 

gay life could have been like in that little town.  Was Ken even out then?  Did he have 

other boyfriends?  These were all the questions I oddly never thought to ask.  Picked up 

info on jobs for him.  I was bursting with pride for him.  Pride?  The word’s rather 

inarticulate but probably intends adoration or gratitude. 

 “In the Castaways that evening Ken played the Kingston Trio’s song “Scotch and 

Soda” and sang it to me.  ‘Scotch and soda, mud in your eye, / Baby, do I feel high, / Oh 

me, oh my, do I feel high.’ His blue-green eyes gave me such a hard-on I had to turn 

around and face the juke box.”  At this point my journal dithers off into romantic 

confusion that no one needs to read.  

# 
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Ken and I didn’t spend all our time in bed as the remarks for Wednesday, July 22 show: 
 

 “We went to the Conservatory in the morning, which speaks for itself.  The huge 

domes, which I previously mentioned, were like other worlds.  The desert one was really 

special with cacti and succulents, but in the tropical dome I felt transported into a real 

jungle.  I was thrilled that Ken was just as appreciative of the orchids and palms.   

 “Class and utter joy.  An afternoon of those moments that being with one’s lover 

devours.  Driving around town.  Ken showed me the lovely parts of Milwaukee, of which 

there are many.  Out to the townhouse for showers.  And hanky-pank. 

 “To Washington Park for the Cleveland Symphony playing “Symphonie 

Fantastique” by Berlioz.  One of my favorites, appropriately romantic and dramatic.  It 

was thrilling that Ken also loved classical music.  There was Ken in the dark with me, 

pride of my joy.  And there’s that ‘pride’ again.  Here I probably meant something like 

shining sun or crowning glory.  

 “We visited a ‘married’ gay couple Ken knew, another Gary and a Mark, in their 

lovely house near the park.  Long chatting.  The real idea of domestic bliss crept over 

me…  This was my first exposure to the rare phenomenon of a lasting relationship 

between guys, and I envied them their whole two years together.  Generally, as far as I 

knew, gay relationships only lasted as long as they lasted, if that long, and one simply 

had to make hay while the sun shined. …and Ken and I were so close without even many 

looks at each other.  Something like a contact high, I suppose. 

 “We went back to my place rather late and even more in love for that.”  The 

example of a committed couple somehow validated our new relationship, although it 

didn’t promise us any future together.  We could only make hay, sun shining or not.   

# 

 

 That Thursday, July 23, started out with a rushed breakfast followed by errands for Ken’s 

job search and my meeting with the Dean about classes for the fall term.  Then: 
   

 “Class and back to Brown Deer where we had lunch and an entire afternoon of 

making love.  But not quite the entire afternoon:  Interruptions, like Ken having to run to 

the grocery store for a dinner essential, a call from a student about missing class, and the 

neighbor lady knocking at the door.  I went to the door in hastily donned T-shirt and 

shorts.  Noticing that I was home, Alice had wanted to see if I was okay—hadn’t seen me 

around much the past week.  I innocently explained just staying downtown with a friend, 

and that mollified her neighborly concern.  And back to Ken’s arms.   

 “We had our dinner at Ken’s house with Brother Gary.  Sat around afterwards and 

had our first good talk about many things.  Brother Gary’s smile always seemed bright 

but somehow sly, and his conversation was lively and intelligent.  As a linguist, I noted 

that he and Ken both spoke with marked Wisconsin accents.  I already knew that Ken was 

intelligent, and with Gary in the mix, our conversations went all over the place.  Another 

note about the brothers:  You name it, they could argue about it—until one or the other 

was mutually acknowledged as correct.  But they never got angry.  Their mental combats 

were like performance art, and I sincerely appreciated their brotherhood.   

 “Rumor was that they had to go to Cleveland to help their sister Joanne move.  

They’d leave on Monday or Tuesday next, and Ken and I lamented even those few days 
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apart.  Afterwards, we went out to the bars.  Gary didn’t come along.  Never giving any 

indication of being gay, he was apparently okay with his brother being gay.  And me.   

 “Sitting together alone at a table in the Rooster like before almost.  I’m appalled 

by my incoherence.  I was referring to the other evening’s scenes of public affection, all 

the leaning and embracing.  We made a swing Through the Castaways for a dance.  To 

the Ten Hundred, where we were once again the lovers on the window seat.  That seat 

already had come to feel like a holy place, shrine of the fateful ice cube. 

 “Warren (last weekend’s party-host), came in and talked with us.  He admired the 

couple that Ken and I make, and that made me very happy.  Then Ken took me to the 

Barn, a mainly straight place.  Where there were corral fences and folks in mostly 

western duds, hats, boots, and such.  Our butch conversation slowly tenderized till we 

were looking into each other’s eyes that way again.  Home to fall exhausted.”   

# 

 

 The notes for Friday, July 24, revealed that our exhausted fall was merely to sleep, the 

looks into each other’s eyes notwithstanding.  However, in our slumber I dreamed: 
 

 “In a pseudo-dream I was crucified on the bed next to Ken.  Pseudo-dream?  

Crucified?  It sounds like frustrated desire.  No other details.  I pestered Ken to make 

love with me.  He is a dear to indulge my whims like that.  What whim?  I don’t 

remember ever being into kink.  More likely, I simply wanted my exhausted lover to fuck 

me again.  We had oatmeal for breakfast and talked about horoscopes.  He is Aquarius.  

My Taurus seems to be the one positive type of lover in the book for him.  I soon came to 

understand that Ken was a quintessential Aquarius, like in his tendency to argue—and 

sometimes pontificate.  Otherwise, neither of us put much stock in astrology or other 

modes of fortune-telling.  We agreed that fate was an ice-cube. 

 “I’ve known not to be possessive.  No segue whatsoever?  Suddenly I was 

thinking about a relationship, something I’d rarely done before.  I’m pleased with this 

first precept for love but wonder how and when I ever arrived at such a profound 

attitude.  We already have the understanding that there are no demands.  Such a 

conversation is hard to imagine in the first week of a new love.  I’m shocked to realize 

that these two concepts have guided all my loves ever since.  Together we are splendid 

and always know that, no matter what.  I sure wish I could understand this awkward 

exclamation.  It sounds profound, but I don’t quite understand. 

 “I’ve been at school most of the day on class, business, and errands—and writing 

this about the past week.  I simply had to take the time for it because this love must not 

go unrecorded.  I’ve gotten some pictures printed for Ken as an anniversary present.  (A 

whole week!)  I’m aching to go back to him and see what happened with the Wauwatosa 

job, fearing to see his haircut.  How I hate to think of that wavy, blondish hair on his 

forehead gone.  But I must go back to Brown Deer to shave, dress, etc. before I can see 

him and kiss him again.  I’ll write again when I can.” 

 

 So that’s summary record of my first week of running free in love.  In one glorious week, 

loving Ken had made me jubilant.  Meanwhile, somewhere in a parallel universe, the next 

Sunday was going to be Barbara’s and my fifth anniversary.   

### 
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1.3 WILD THINGS AT PLAY 

—in which Ken and I play around 

 

 Now comes a part of the reprieve that won’t be easy to write about because these several 

decades later, I can’t imagine myself ever being so unmindful and insensitive, so instinct-driven, 

and frankly, so silly.  As an elder man with far fewer hormones, I should have the right to 

chastise my young self for being just a wild animal.   

 My silliness came naturally from having been so flighty in the early 60s in New Orleans, 

and even with those five late-60s years of marriage, my emotions hadn’t matured all that much.  

I was still instinct-driven and silly, but at least Barbara and the girls had taught me to be a bit 

more mindful of, sensitive to, and responsible for others.  However, in the next escapades of my 

young jaguar, there definitely were limits to mindfulness, sensitivity, and responsibility. 

 Likely Ken was in something of the same emotional boat, though he’d apparently come 

out much more recently and calmly.  I wish now that I’d learned if he’d known he was gay when 

serving in the army.  Listening to my wild history and tall tales, I expect he was shy about his 

probably less scandalous and fewer gay experiences.  Whatever they may have been, I’m sure of 

one thing:  As a gay man, my beautiful Ken had to feel himself to some extent an outsider. 

 Speaking from my own sordid experience—as well as that of my cohorts in the French 

Quarter—I maintained that coming out as gay automatically made one an outsider in society.  

Even if we just came out to ourselves, deciding to embrace the truth, or didn’t broadcast the glad 

news beyond gay circles, we still instinctively felt ourselves outsiders.   

 Early on I learned that outsider rules for and attitudes toward sex were (maybe) radically 

different than those of the straight world.  For a gay person love (i.e., sex) was generally just a 

game one played with precious little chance of winning a non-existent prize.  There was no pot 

of gold at the end of the rainbow or, to quote Leonard Cohen, there were “no diamonds in the 

mine.”  At least, like roulette, the game was a lot of fun to play. 

 But against all odds, Ken and I had hit the jackpot, and now we had no clue how to deal 

with our amazing windfall.  For our very real love and separate lives, there was no way to 

achieve a permanent connection, no thought of or real models for commitment.  Quite simply, 

we could never even dream of getting married.  Without guidance for nurturing our new-found 

love, Ken and I quickly fell back into our old patterns and started playing the sex game all over 

again.  It was like the gambling addiction.   

 Lamenting the mindless behavior that follows, once more I can only remark between the 

lines of the journal.  A few entries in early August were detailed, like this great long entry 

covering a week and some in which Ken and I jumped back into the game as wild lovers at play: 
 

 August 6, Thursday:  “Lord, how long it has been.  Only about two weeks.  I 

intended to keep up on this thing.  To no avail.  How can I now catch up on these many 

days and nights with Ken?  I can’t keep a chronology anymore.  There have been rides in 

the cars, evenings in the bars, days at his folks’ house, berry-picking, grocery stores, and 

myriad things that I can only clutch in my insides.   

 “But the peace of it was blown up last Friday when the security office finally got 

hold of me and asked me to work second shift for two weeks at a drop forge.  Four to 

midnight.  Since I was worried about Ken’s rent, I took it and have been off only 

Saturday and Sunday nights since.   

 “Well, [that last] Friday night Ken went on the prowl.  I can almost understand 

him taking this first opportunity to play around.  It’s what he was used to doing.  Again to 
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note that it’s passing strange never learning anything about Ken’s childhood, his coming 

out, or previous romances—since those are what most gay lovers lay out on the table first 

thing.  After all I’d regaled him with my whole speckled history.  

 “I knew he had best have some variety because his embrace was becoming a little 

lackadaisical.  See how pragmatically I accepted and rationalized Ken’s cruising in the 

bars while I worked as the natural thing for him to do.  It turned out that we were both 

hooked on the adrenaline rush of the hunt, on the endorphins of fresh desire.   

 When I got off work at midnight, “We wound up at a party across the street from 

school thrown by a guy named Herman, who was looped and liked kissing me.  Though 

together at the party, Ken and I were playing the field, so to speak.  The cute guy named 

Len that Ken was after turned out to be with Mike, the barman from the Ten Hundred.  

So while he chatted with someone else in the hallway, I struck up a talk with a kid named 

Doug who resembles my handsome cousin from Fondulac.  Then Ken and I left. 

 “The whole time I was a little apprehensive but didn’t want to inhibit his 

searching.  The weekend before I’d spent a very miserable Sunday because my big mouth 

had asked a stupid question which put Ken in a mood.  I expect I asked if he still loved 

me.  I proclaimed my love for him fairly often, but he wasn’t very verbal about his 

feelings, only about facts and figures.  So I was really watching his mood well.  No 

doubt, Ken was distraught about not finding a job—the Wauwatosa thing had fizzled--

and as pained as I about our having no romantic future beyond the next few weeks.   

# 

 

 “What was really a time of emotion was the Monday evening before Ken and 

Gary left for Cleveland.  To help their sister move back to Milwaukee.  She was 

“emotionally disturbed” and unable to live on her own anymore.  I slept alone at Brown 

Deer, spent long hours scrubbing the kitchen floor and feeling lonely.  Another letter to 

Barbara written that night contained bona fide loneliness along with fictitious mundane 

details.  Tuesday evening:  I sat around at loose ends in the bars and then went back to 

Ken’s place.  For another night alone, though in his flowered bed.  On Wednesday 

evening after strolling Brady Street, I found Ken’s car by his place.  I ran madly inside to 

find his smiles and his lips.  And hips. 

 “Then there was my Saturday night off which was quite something else.  I let Ken 

roam and simply danced around having great fun with Herman and Bob and a fellow 

named Jim.  Again it was a little sad for me that Ken was looking for something else.  

Notice that ‘something,’ which meant I didn’t think he was hunting for someone else, just 

sex.  But the ‘little sad’ is important, my first real feeling about the matter.  How could I 

have chosen ‘great fun’ with casual friends over being with my lover?  Maybe I thought 

that would have amounted to being possessive.    

 “He even set out on a chase.  To another bar.  I wound up in the Rooster talking 

with Doug and learned that Len was his roommate.  Len was very attractive with brown 

eyes and square brows and jaw, but Mike was still hanging around, and so I turned off 

my hunting instinct.  Clearly my heart wasn’t into looking for ‘something else’ for myself.  

Besides, as Len was legitimately Ken’s prey—dibs!—I restrained my jaguar:  Until Len 

began talking to me with interest and a certain tenderness, an occasional locked gaze.  So 

we agreed to go together.  Notice how little negotiation was involved.  I looked at this boy 
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in the fringed leather jacket with wonder.  It was the adrenaline rush of sudden sexual 

opportunity, silly.  And the memory of a fringed jacket once given me by a lover.    

 “Ken came back unsuccessful and not a little oiled.  I wanted to call it off with 

Len and go home with Ken, but he didn’t seem upset by the arrangement.  Wait just a 

minute!—how could I tell if he was upset? After all, he was drunk and most likely a bit 

depressed by his failed hunt.  I was the one choosing to leave my lover alone and run off 

with the hunky trick he’d been chasing at Herman’s party.  Why didn’t I just call it off 

with Len?  Hormones!  So it stood.   

 “We all went to a party at David’s where Ken and I had been the week before.  

While I sat with Len, I watched Ken drifting around… Hunting again. …and it made me 

sad.  A funny feeling.  Again a real, if confused and unusual, feeling.  It couldn’t have 

been jealousy because I wouldn’t be “possessive.”  I could only define it as “funny.”  But 

I didn’t have the sense to rectify the situation.   

 “When Ken had latched onto a cute kid, Len and I left.  As customary amongst us 

feline hunters, to my mind, Ken’s finding someone clearly gave me permission to 

abandon him. Actually, I would probably have to cast Ken in this metaphor as panther.  

Make it a white one.   

 “After much driving around and talking, we finally got to Len’s house.  We’d 

promised just to cuddle but did more.  Give me a break!  Two horny young guys are 

going to get naked and just cuddle, sure.  This was how I denied any guilt for my 

actions—good intentions!  And whatever more we did was a total accident—nobody’s 

fault.  In the dark I held someone besides Ken, and it was strange.  Even more strange 

because I really liked Len and was very content with him.”  
  

 Like ‘funny,’ ‘strange’ can mean so many things—like maybe wrong?  Or am I actually 

disapproving here of polyamory?  Not really.  I’ll always say, love as many folks as you can!  

What I mean is that maybe I didn’t feel right being with Len.  And I was obviously ‘very 

content’ having gotten my rocks off.  Most likely I fucked the pretty kid coo-coo, but of course, 

damn it! I don’t remember a thing.  It would be great to reminisce about ravishing his beautiful 

round buttocks, but that really would totally be fantasy fiction.      

# 

 

 “In the morning I hurried away to be with Ken.  He was at his folks’ place, not 

having slept much since his trick.  And I loved him.  I think I meant that my love for him 

hadn’t changed a bit for either of our tricks.  They were merely water under the bridge.  

His parents were both rather elderly and very welcoming to their son’s ‘professor’ 

friend.  The disturbed sister, Joanne, a plain blond woman of at least Ken’s age, simply 

sat silently in front of the television and didn’t register my presence.      

 “We went out by the woods to pick berries and tramped across oat fields and 

soybeans, only to get scratched up and find a kiss in a little dark part of the woods.  After 

having grilled hamburgers with his family, we went back into town to go to benediction 

at the cathedral.  Our hands weren’t as close as at the evensong before, but it was equally 

beautiful being with him.  I appreciated the ritual as vaguely sacramental for our love. 

 “Back at Brown Deer, our exhausted nap was interrupted by Len’s call.  I assured 

him that I’d had a wonderful time, and he wanted me to come see him that evening.  Not 

knowing what Ken’s plans were, I couldn’t commit.  We had some dinner at Ken’s place 

and went out to the Ten Hundred for a drink, where I gave Len a call to apologize for no 
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visit.  Already trying to juggle two involvements, during the drink, I must have decided to 

be with Ken that night.  And I was too polite not to let Len know.  Then Ken and I went to 

the Castaways and danced, and that intent look came back to him, like when we first were 

lovers.  We left soon to make love.”  
  

 I was wrong to think of those casual tricks as mere water under the bridge, of no 

consequence.  Our every experience, no matter how negligible or miniscule, has some effect, and 

like all things future, we can never foretell what the portentous ice cube will precipitate.  Ken 

and I did suffer effects from turning those tricks, his luckily proving imaginary.   

 The effects of my bumping Len were quite real, confusing, and not least, sexually 

gratifying.  That’s not to downplay my sexual enjoyment with Ken, which remained intense:  

Though I can’t summon up even a phantom sensation of perpetrating so delicious an intimacy 

with him, I’m certain sure I also ravished Ken’s slender, jubilant butt.  Fairly often.  We were 

both very versatile.  But I hadn’t seen the last of Len’s round buttocks, and consequently my love 

life got unduly complicated.     
 

 “These days of working at the forge have been very upsetting.  When I get up and 

leave for class, (except for today), I don’t get to see Ken again till I get off work.  He 

goes to his folks’ house during the day and to the hospital to see his sister, who is now in 

total nervous breakdown.  I miss him hideously.  Notice how ‘hideously’ is supposed to 

express my romantic frustration.  I’m sure Ken was also feeling stress in his work search 

and family situation, but I was too self-centered to realize that or to really empathize with 

him.  There’s a good chance dear Ken missed me more than I missed him.  Read on. 

 “Then the real complication is that Len comes over to visit me at work.  What did 

I tell you?  I mean it’s really nice.  He may bring me dinner.  We sit at the gate holding 

hands and talking.  The gate was way back a bushy walk, not easily viewed, and after 

closing time at five, there was nobody else around.  Sometimes he’d make the rounds 

with me… Punching the clock at the scheduled stations round the plant. …and we’d kiss 

in the die building.  I didn’t have all that much time, obviously, to miss Ken ‘hideously,’ 

and it no longer felt ‘strange’ to be romancing Len, even in my security cop uniform. 

       “There have been long hours with him.  

He has read most of my poetry.  Which didn’t 

really interest Ken, but Len proved to be a 

sympathetic audience of one.  And he tells me of 

his love, sometimes to the point that I’m 

dumbfounded.  Hey, hold on!  I was already 

dumbfounded by escaping from the cage of 

marriage.  Now I was just speechlessly flattered, 

which meant not having to reply in kind.  I’m 

somehow hesitant to believe.”   
 

   What’s the hesitation?  Len was a romantic 

lad and what with getting buggered half-blind, he 

surely meant what he said.  Just like I meant my 

love for Ken.  The juggling game inspired me to 

scribble a verse about Len:   
Len and His Puppy, August, 1970       
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This finger scarcely seems brass 

Turning the tumblers of your knuckles. 

We are cogs that mesh  

When the evening shifts gears. 

So why have your gates swung wide?  

Why do they lock open? 
 

Why indeed…  That’s what a proper buggering will do for a guy:  open him up to love.  Funny 

thing is, that can happen to the buggerer as well as the buggeree.  
 

 “Monday night I went home with him for a couple hours…  This was after that 

weekend of tricks, during those days at the forge. …for an amazing bout of what was 

almost indistinguishable from love-making (as opposed to sex).”   
 

 What a tangled knot we tie when first we try to deny!  For the first time in my life, I seem 

to have recognized what I did with Ken as making love, but I figured doing the same thing with 

Len was simply having sex.  After the ‘amazing bout,’ I was losing that artificial distinction, 

which implied that I might love Len.  But I loved Ken, and surely one couldn’t love two guys at 

a time.  Keep those balls in the air, boy! 
 

 “Feeling very detached, around 3 (am) I meandered back to Ken’s place to lie 

with him.  Detached?  I was blissed out, jubilant with freedom and post-coital ecstasy.  

And meandered?  Mentally, maybe, but I drove the car directly to Pierce Street.  And ‘to 

lie with him’?  How biblical.  It turned out after all that for a virile young juggler like me, 

having two men in one night wasn’t such a difficult trick. 

# 

 

 “Tuesday was the bombshell.  In the morning as Ken and I cuddled, he told me he 

was afraid he’d gotten gonorrhea from that kid Saturday night.  In all my blessed gay life 

I’d never caught VD (now STD), and didn’t even know what it looked like.  I was shocked 

but not terribly so, accepting it as a part of playing the game.  I’d just been lucky. 

 “So of course I had to tell Len that evening at work at the drop forge.  I also told 

him we should put on the brakes because this is starting to upset me.  Here I’m disturbed, 

not by my being upset, whatever that means, but by not hearing any of Len’s part in the 

difficult conversation.  Nor his reaction to my two bombshells.  (As far as the STD bomb 

went, none of us ever developed any symptoms—Ken was happily mistaken.)  The bomb 

about hitting the brakes can’t have gone over well.  More about those brakes later. 

 “Here I am without a shadow of a doubt in love with Ken, and here is this Len 

who is in love with me now, it seems.  And I do care for him.  Finally I was recognizing 

the basic contradiction of my situation but didn’t want to admit yet that I might ‘love’ 

Len.  And I think Ken loves me very much too, but he can’t seem to say such things.  

What is one to do?  Child, you’ve got to choose!  Of course I was too addled to think that 

clearly.  Having to choose was the last thing I wanted.  What I really needed to do was 

figure out what ‘love’ meant.   

 “Alone, I feel the same way as before about Ken, but when Len shows up, I’m 

very nice to him and sincere in my tenderness.  There’s an old song, maybe from even 

later than this:  ‘If you can’t be with the one you love, love the one you’re with.’  Such 

are the quandaries caused by promiscuity.  You can say that again, kiddo!   
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 “Last night at the forge, Len brought along a little lion as he is a Leo.  Later at his 

house for a brief while we were close and talked between kisses.  This is putting on the 

brakes?  Clearly I was only upset enough to not jump him that night.  Innocent kisses 

didn’t complicate life at all, of course.  I wonder how sweet Len felt about my distance.  

Then I went home to make ecstatic love with Ken.  Keep on juggling!  I swear, this is 

enough to make an old man dizzy.  (Or is that envious?) 

 “I think my seeing Len has helped to loosen Ken’s tongue.  He ventures little 

tendernesses now that he couldn’t say before.  Each one makes me very happy.  Last 

night when I got home to Brown Deer, he was sitting up reading my Voznesenski poetry 

book.  Hey, maybe he was interested in poetry after all—or maybe that was all that was 

available?  He looked at me questioningly as I kissed him.  I should think so after waiting 

extra-long for me.  I’m sure our ecstatic love-making smoothed that over. 

 “This morning he said he’d been afraid I was mad at him.  Poor guy!  Ken didn’t 

know what to make of my juggling act.  Clearly I wasn’t just turning a casual trick now 

and then but having a parallel affair. I’d bet he was really afraid I’d stopped loving him.  

We wild things were trying to fly an open relationship by the seat of our pants, neither of 

us having any idea what we were doing.  Tonight he wants me to hurry back from work 

to him so we can go out for a drink. 

 “Len came by the forge earlier this evening for a while.  I’d apparently been 

writing this account of the week on the job site that evening.  He’s very much hoping for 

tomorrow night together, but I’m going to have to see if Ken gets the wanderlust again.  

How convenient (and despicable) to leave the decision up to Ken.  That way I’d have no 

culpability in falling back on Len’s affections.  But I don’t want him to.  That’s nice to 

hear—finally a real, honest feeling—and maybe a subconscious choice?  

 “It seems so sure now that Ken will have to work somewhere else away from 

here, and I cling to him for what moments we still have.  At last I was showing a little 

common sense.  How complex this all has gotten.  I keep wishing for the calm and peace 

of when I had no one else to give time to besides Ken.  How perceptive I was to see that 

all we have to give one another is our time.  All I’d have had to do was stop canoodling 

with Len, but I didn’t even entertain that option.  I wanted to eat all my cake. I just 

remembered to mention the boat party on Thursday (of the preceding week) when I took 

Ken along, and the department people all met him.  I was choking with pride.”  Again 

that ‘pride,’ the jubilation of loving him. 

# 

 

 The weather was very chilly then in mid-August, and the wind on Lake Michigan kept us 

all below-deck on that yacht.  Along the lakeshore, many of the trees were already turning to fall 

colors.  Our summer of love was passing so quickly, only a few weeks left before the family 

would return—and Ken would be gone.  He was sure to get a teaching job somewhere soon. 

### 
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1.4 CARNIVAL OF THE ANIMALS 

—in which I try to juggle Ken and Len 

 

 There are only two more entries in the journal before a four-month lapse, leaving some of 

the most dramatic episodes in my life undocumented.  I’ll just have to deal with that period 

however I can manage from my nebulous memories.  Meanwhile, the remaining two entries do a 

fairly good job of describing the next week or so of my reprieve from the marriage.  They’re 

good examples of the carnival that gay life was to become in the 70s, loose and lascivious.    

 Realizing that my interspersed authorial comments before were probably very boring, as 

well as somewhat snarky, now I’ll restrain myself and give it to you straight from the horse’s 

mouth.  (We may as well mix the animal metaphors.)  Fortunately I started writing more about 

what was going on, probably in an effort to understand—or explain.  Together we can cringe at 

the antics of our promiscuous sluts—or polyamorous lovers, if you will.   

 It was a quite a confused carnival, and the following days may as well have been a three-

ring circus.  You may find the animal acts and tricks entertaining or disturbing, but I assure you 

that the following story is what the bar-life of most out gay men was like at the time.  With the 

new decade (after Stonewall in 1969), for many of us it became a festival of lust, a celebration of 

liberated libidos, and there was no handbook on or user’s guide for having a relationship.   

 Not only did we gays now have the freedom to dance together, but there were no more 

vice raids (usually), and we became an underground (but at least not outlaw) society of 

libertines.  Though we were all looking for love, like the love that Ken and I found, it had no real 

social future.  Romance was just for the present moment with no promises of tomorrows.   

 Some guys might hang together for a long time, but that was just dumb luck, like Ken’s 

friends Gary and Mark.  The gay life was pretty much the opposite of straight love with its 

destiny of marriage.  Ken and I knew full well that we would soon or later have to part, and that 

logically added an element of desperation to our passion, as well as a careless nonchalance about 

guarding the treasure we had.  I will weep quietly. 
 

August 7, Friday:  “Now Friday evening at work again.  Len came by where I left off 

yesterday, and again we sat hand in hand talking.  I told him stories of cookie monsters.  

And he rested his lovely head on my hand.  Kisses in the dark buildings and as we sat at 

the phone.  But I left him lonely and went home to Ken, promising to see what could be 

done about tonight.   

 “Ken was very affectionate and close all last evening in the Castaways and the 

Rooster.  Once more we were totally engrossed with each other.  And we went afterwards 

to Beyond the Sea for pizza with David.  So it was very late by the time we got to Brown 

Deer.  For the first time in a while I slept there, but this time with warm Ken—who at last 

confided his feelings, clumsily telling me how he had missed me the night I went to 

Len’s, how horny he was for me, how he gets jealous now.  It was so [crucial word 

omitted on starting a new page] to hear him say things that echoed his feelings.   

 “When we made love again in the morning, he let slip that he doesn’t want to go 

with anyone else tonight.  Of course, that doesn’t necessarily mean he won’t.  But now I 

must tell Len it’s impossible tonight.  Still, there will be Monday night when Ken will be 

in Chicago.   

 “Today Ken and I went in to school for a meeting I had, stopped at his place for a 

breakfast of crepes and bratwurst, went to his folks, and then to Racine with Gary to get 
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Joanne from the hospital.  But she couldn’t go back with us.  While a few slightly weird 

ones wandered around, we chatted, and it was clear that Joanne was heavily sedated. 

 “On the way back we stopped to shop in a little store with cheap shirts.  Gary is 

funny the way he accepts Ken’s and my relationship and our remarks but doesn’t commit 

himself.  Late, I called the office from their house and changed, and Ken took me to 

work.  It was amazing how I could see the urge build up in his eyes.  In all the riding 

around, we’ve discussed a possible trip to New Orleans.  If he gets a job, he’ll buy a new 

car, and then we’ll go.  I keep myself from imagining anything after about the 25th, and I 

don’t know what arrangements there will be for going to New York. 

 “Later, after going to Oconomowoc, Len will come by the job, I know, because 

he’d stopped by before I got here and left a note.  So there’s Len to think about.  I don’t 

know what he’ll think of my being gone because he has things he wants to do with me.  

We may be able to spend tomorrow afternoon and evening together because Ken might 

go with Gary to the Packers’ game.  But he said he’d be jealous. 

 “It really gets complicated, and there’s no doubt that with all these evenings I’m 

growing to feel something quite serious for Len.  He reminds me a bit of John for his 

striking good looks, but already I feel much more, quite a dollop of this new tenderness. 

 “It’s not as though any doubts have been cast on my feelings for Ken, however.  I 

simply feel as though I’m seeing him more objectively now.  It’s still just as lovely.  But 

I’m being forced to realize that we will have to give up our constant affair even before 

the end of this month. 

 “Will Len be able to wait till then?  And then will he be content with the limits 

that Barbara’s presence will impose?  Integral questions.  Now I believe I may turn to 

poetry.  Some short ones have been knocking in an inarticulate way.” 

# 

 

 Okay, this is a good point to make some comments.  First, poetry was apparently my port 

of last resort, as though it could clarify my confusion.  In all likelihood it merely blurred my 

thinking, but it was a good sign was that I was actually starting to face facts.  The end of my 

reprieve was fast approaching, and I was at last giving some thought to the future.   

 The possible trip to New Orleans was without doubt a result of my effusions about my 

wild years in the French Quarter.  Naturally, innocent Ken was intrigued to say the least and just 

so happened to have a friend Gerry who’d moved the year before to New Orleans.  He’d offered 

for Ken to come visit and stay at his place near the Garden District.   

 Of course, I was terrifically excited at the prospect of returning to my old stomping 

grounds.  With so little time left before Barbara’s return, this sure looked like my only 

opportunity to “go home again,” if only for a few days.  And how better than with a lover? 

 My other note is how I kept thinking in the same box.  After the New Orleans trip, I 

figured my inner jaguar would just climb back into its cage, though with the door slightly ajar for 

clandestine philandering.  But in the meantime, I wanted to savor every moment of freedom with 

Ken that I could, and those that I couldn’t, I’d share with Len.  I wanted it all. 
 

August 12, Wednesday:  “Another day late to work but not so much as on Monday.  

That’s not the same.  All in good time…  (The boss reprimanded me for being late and 

for having a ‘companion’ at the site, but no matter:  I’m working for only two more 

nights after this.) 
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 “Friday night [August 7] Len was around in the bars with us.  We all wound up 

standing in a bunch at the Rooster with Frank as well.  Ken often put his arm around me.  

At one point I sat down by Len, and Ken called me over to him.  ‘Let this guy Tom at 

Len,’ he says.  Len just looks at me, and I found the situation disconcerting to say the 

least.  I should think so.  I can imagine Len’s chagrin. 

 “But Len wouldn’t go with Tom.  He told me he’d almost crushed his hand when 

they shook hands.  He looked at me very strangely as Ken and I left.  On the way to my 

car, Ken grabbed me on the street.  And kissed me, I distinctly recall, a scandalous public 

display at the time. Quite a touching gesture for shy Ken.  So what if it was a deserted 

late-night street.  While we were driving Frank home, Ken kept teasing and piddling with 

him.  It was funny, and Frank loved it. 

 “We were up late and lovingly on Saturday [August 8] and wandered around in 

the fields taking pictures of flowers and bugs.  Our old joy was returning.  Back at his 

place in the evening, he put me through a set of weight-lifting.  Ken had a pair of 

barbells and used them frequently to build up his slender arms and shoulders.  I didn’t 

particularly appreciate the exertion, but I bore with it out of love for him.  Okay, I know I 

promised to stop with the comments and let you make your own.  You know my opinions 

about all this. 

 “But eventually we were dressed and on our way out.  Ran into Len first thing in 

the Castaways, and Ken left us to talk and dance.  Len clung to me, and I began to feel a 

deep caring for him.  But Ken came back to dance with me, and I was home again.  Then 

Len and I drove over to the Ten Hundred to pick up Doug.  

 “We were gone too long holding hands in the bar, and when I found Ken (leaving 

Len instantly) in the Rooster, he was sad-looking and had drunk a lot, though not 

smashed, and was talking to a kid named Stan.  And Doug and Herman (prospective 

lovers by now) and little Dennis from West Bend showed up.  We were all in a bunch 

with arms on shoulders (Ken’s around mine).  At one point Stan asked what about when 

Ken leaves, and Ken said he was sure I’d be in good hands.  Standing nearby, Len heard 

and looked confused.   

 “Anyhow, Ken called me away again to give Stan a chance with Len, but this 

time the guy wasn’t so nervy and finally just said goodbye.  When I was near Ken, I’d 

almost forget about Len, and with Len I was always looking for Ken.  Out on the street 

heading home (hoping Len would please trick that night), Ken took me to task for 

monopolizing Len and spoiling his chances.   

 “But I knew that wasn’t the matter.  I was at fault for letting Len believe I was 

really torn between two equal affections.  Len hopes for the future, just wanting some of 

the time we have left.  I think he’d settle for part of me only.” 

# 

 

 Maybe you can appreciate how hard it was for me not to put in my two cents’ worth in 

those last paragraphs above.  It’s very painful to read how cavalierly I treated sweet Len, all the 

while thinking that I cared deeply for him.  But I seemed finally to suspect that I didn’t really.  

His patience and acceptance of whatever attention I’d give him probably shows that he felt a lot 

more for me.  Maybe it is in war, but I’m afraid not all is fair in love. 
 

 “Again we were up late on Sunday [August 9] to breakfast.  The air was somehow 

sweet.  When we’d gotten home, Ken had sprawled thoughtfully in his big chair, and my 
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kisses worked his trouble out of him.  The realization of his probable departure and the 

return of my wife was coming home to him.  His tone was so tender, and without words I 

knew how he loves me.  He didn’t want to leave me.  And I told him again that I loved 

him and was frightened of these changes too.  He comforted me that I’d have Len to fall 

back on, but I claimed that I didn’t want that.  Just Ken.  Hold it!  Why would I write 

‘claimed’?  I hope I really meant ‘told him truthfully.’  Or was I unsure? 

 “Afterwards we went to his folks’ place for turkey, and then a bunch of us, Gary, 

Joanne, and Raymond (?), went to Whitnall Park to see the gardens.  More pictures of 

flowers, banks of zinnias and marigolds and all other sorts.  Best of all were the tuberous 

begonias.  Around evening we headed home to get ready for church.  A little cuddly nap 

and extras got Ken in a good mood.  He was awfully beautiful in his blue shirt and tie. 

 “We sat close together through the Renaissance evensong, and with the music I 

held his hand.  After the service we found Frank and his roommate and went for coffee to 

the reception with all the other queens that the church was full of.  Then to the Ten 

Hundred for quiet camping and thence to the Grand Prix.  Nothing spectacular, just 

entertaining chatter. 

 “Back at the Castaways, Ken wandered off, and I danced with Frank, close and 

comfortable, and with others.  Then Ken came back and wanted to go.  Out on the 

sidewalk he told me he was upset.  I worried it was something I’d done, but it wasn’t.  

He’d found out that a kid who owes him a lot of money was about to go on a trip, and he 

was furious.   

 “He had a key, and we went to the guy’s apartment building.  I waited outside in 

the car while Ken went in.  I had all kinds of fears when he was long in returning.  I 

watched windows and surveyed a neighboring house in disrepair.  Finally he emerged, 

and we took off.  He showed me the tickets and money he’d taken from the place since 

the guy wasn’t there.  But his fury wasn’t assuaged.”  
 

 I’m really bothered by this episode, understandably.  It’s a prime example of how little I 

really knew about Ken’s past.  In all likelihood, the indebted kid had probably been a trick, 

maybe even an affair pre-me.  Ken never referred to the matter again.  And why should I worry 

about what was past, over?  
  

 “Back at his place, we sat close with his arm around me—for the first time in 

front of Gary, who didn’t seem to care.  Later we made love unusually wonderfully, 

maybe because he was leaving in the morning. 

 “At breakfast [Monday, August 10] he was visibly worried about the job 

interviews.  But I had to fly off to school for my class and then for tennis with Jim.  (A 

faculty guy in history)  It was more of a lesson.  Afterwards, I drove over to Len’s, not 

feeling too happy about it.  I flunked tennis miserably and haven’t indulged since.   

 “He came home soon looking very sharp from work, and we went on a ride, 

chatting our way to Lapham Peak.  We climbed a fire tower and kissed atop it, alternately 

looking out over the landscape.  But kissing Len isn’t the same.  We walked through the 

woods holding hands.  It was pleasant, even beautiful.  The sound of the trees and a 

fragrance like Arkansas.  Holding him in the shade.  Eventually we were lying on the 

sunny slope under the tower.  Feeling a boy in my arms out there in the sun was almost 

what I used to envision as rapture.  At the sound of kids coming over the hill, we broke 

apart, but still walked to the car hand in hand. 
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 “Another ride for some snacks at a drive-in at Oconomowoc, and then Len took 

me to my car to rush to work, a full half-hour late.  I arrived with a numb feeling, as 

though I wasn’t letting myself react.  Later Len came back and spent almost the whole 

evening with me.  I kept calling Gary to see if Ken was back, but he wasn’t.   

 “When my shift was over, Len and I went to Brown Deer.  Seeing him driving 

behind me, it seemed easier for me to think of something else.  I put on Haydn’s Sixth 

while I cleaned up and then some Mozart (as though trying to convince myself), and we 

eased into bed.  The action lasted for a long time.  But all the while I felt acutely lonely 

for Ken.  It was, however, very comfortable to cuddle to sleep with Len. 

 “We got up [August 11] and went to breakfast at the Pikmar, which made this 

thing with Len feel more and more like last year’s affair with John.  I can’t find anything 

about such a place nowadays in Brown Deer, but it was likely a ritzy place.  Sweet John 

had liked fancy places.  Again I felt numb in my drive to school, except that my thoughts 

kept turning to Ken with great longing.”  

# 

 

 “It was wonderful when right before class the phone in my office rang.  Ken.  His 

presence…  I was so happy that I didn’t pay attention to what we agreed to do.  I had 

some errands after class and then drove back to Brown Deer so fuddled I couldn’t think.   

After a nap, I pushed off to work.  All evening in the midst of reading I kept thinking 

about when I could get off and run home to Ken.   

 “Len came by later, and he was very tired.  I put him down on the bed in the 

ladies’ room and made the 10 o’clock round.  Just before 11, I called and Gary told me 

Ken was on his way over.  I left Len asleep and soon found Ken outside.  He was smiling, 

but not sad, that I hadn’t come by in the afternoon as we’d agreed.”  
  

 How could I possibly have forgotten that I was going to get to see Ken that afternoon?  

Probably the set time was while I was napping.  My beloved Ken had just gotten back from his 

important work trip, and I was ‘so fuddled that I couldn’t think.’ I expect that numbness I felt 

while driving was overload.  I’d short-circuited emotionally, blown a fuse. And how did I know 

Ken wasn’t sad?  Smiles can hide many emotions besides sadness. 
  

 “Leaving Len downstairs, we made the round together, and he kissed me in the 

hall.  It was a great deal different than with Len, no holding hands or more kisses.  But it 

was Ken:  his interest in all the machines, the shapes and metals, and his reaction to the 

little gas-flame ‘shrine’ where they melt lead.  He thought it would make a good picture, 

and he recognized some of the pieces for the parts they were.   

 “While Len still slept, we sat outside by the gate and had something he [Ken] had 

brought us from McDonald’s.  I told him what I’d decided this all amounted to:  The 

night with Len had proven to me how much I was in love with Ken.  Again he kissed me 

in the hall.  He said he’d gone out to the bars in Chicago and had been ready to come 

home at midnight, but he didn’t because he didn’t want to be here when I was with Len. 

 “So he’d roamed the park and came home in the morning.  He wasn’t too happy 

about the interviews, though he seemed relaxed enough.  I thought it was funny when he 

asked if I was coming over tonight, kind of sheepish, and I looked at him amazed, 

answering of course.  I live with him.  He’s my lover, and I’m in love with him. 
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 “Ken left before the midnight round, and I went to wake Len.  He was awake and 

had just had some kind of nightmare.  So we did the round, locked up, and said 

goodnight.  Thence to Ken at last. 

 “I leapt into bed with his beautiful, exhausted self and snuggled him to sleep, all 

the same upset by the fact that he had to leave again very early for another interview in 

Manteno.  I awoke at 7 [that morning, August 12] with Ken standing over me, already 

dressed.  I kissed him sadly goodbye and said I’d stay there tonight even if he wasn’t 

home.  In a moment he came back for some papers and rushed back out, leaning back in 

the door to blow me a kiss. 

 “I was numbed by the flurry and set to washing our dishes.  Then back to Brown 

Deer for cleanup and off to school.  Dropped off some huge zucchini from Ken’s folks 

with Romana and piddled preparing for my class that went well.  Then I met Len for 

lunch at the drugstore on Downer.  We chatted for a good while.  We went for a moment 

to my office and as he sat in my chair, I was struck by his similarity to John.  But Len is 

much better looking really.  When Len left, I tried to work on tomorrow’s quiz. 

 “At home I lay down for a couple minutes but woke up at nearly four in a sweat.  

So I was late for work again.  And now I recall a dream—though it was really during the 

night with Ken.  Vague.  Common knowledge that I’ve run from one boy to another.  

Apparently Len is leaving me, implacable, and I’m crying, as much for my succession of 

mistakes as for him.  That could well be the reason for my moodiness today.  That and 

the fact that I so want Ken to come home today.” 

### 
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1.5 THE TRIP 

—in which Ken and I take a trip to New Orleans 

 

 That was written on Wednesday evening at the forge, the last entry in my journal of many 

years.  I’m sentimentally touched by that fact, understanding that life had finally taken me over, 

no time to record even major occasions.  To describe the next four months I’ll have to rely on my 

spotty memory of so long ago.  At least at this age it’s better than my short-term memory. 

 About that Wednesday evening, it wasn’t likely that Len came by my work because I 

surely spent a great long time on more pages agonizing about what to do when Barbara would 

come home.  Those obtuse attempts at analyzing the situation are totally unfit for public scrutiny.  

My first semi-rational conclusion was that she’d simply have to be told something about my 

emotional involvement(s) while she was away.   

 Then, characteristically, I figured to leave it up to Barbara to choose an arrangement, 

separation, or divorce.  I still couldn’t make up my own mind which to prefer.  But I knew 

there’d have to be a way for me to visit Ken wherever he wound up teaching.  The second 

nagging question was what to do about Len, to continue seeing him or not?  It was a maze of ifs 

and thens, all contingent on Barbara’s decision.  Not having to choose was a perfect cop-out. 

 So there were two more evenings of cop work at the forge, Thursday and Friday, August 

13 and 14, and I’ve no way of knowing if Len came by.  At work I agonized about the impending 

end of my reprieve and wrote a poem to Ken: 
 

All your touches at the start I tucked away in my wooden box,  

Used to rationing, and packed them in fine tissue, 

Polished them with the smoke of benediction, 

My frugality is comic now, hoarding in the midst of plenty. 

Your boulder has rolled on me, splintering my thrifty chest. 

You’ve proven how loving is not meant to be spent 

Licking black corners to glue a kiss in an album. 

Our souvenirs shine faintly when I walk with you 

Through berry vines and soy, but they’ll only be ash, 

Flakes of carbon in the wind, when you are gone. 
  

 Those were also my last two days of summer classes, and Ken and I planned the road trip 

to New Orleans for that weekend.  Len was simply left out, behind, obliged to wait for my return.  

The major part of our preparations was working on Ken’s Mustang.  I’m serious.  Since he 

hadn’t found a job yet, he couldn’t get another car, and he thought maybe he could fix the old 

one up enough for the trip.  He wouldn’t hear of us driving my car.  For those next two 

afternoons he got me to help him do a “valve job” on the Mustang.  No joke. 

 Now mechanical work has never been my strong suit, but I carefully followed Ken’s 

instructions for cleaning the gaskets or whatever you call them and scraping some other 

whatchamacallits.  On Friday afternoon we put the engine all back together again, and to my 

amazement, the thing actually ran!  Enormously impressed by Ken’s mechanical ability, I was 

grateful to have served as his robot slave.  And that I’d never have to do that again. 

Ken was pleased with how the engine sounded but then got worried about his old tires and 

wondering about the brakes.  I insisted that we take mine.  It was almost new, of course, bought 

back in the spring for the trip to Florida, a Dodge Dart.  Ken was probably hesitant, maybe 

embarrassed even, to ride in my purple and cream machine. 
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 Finally, rather than deal with tires and brakes, Ken agreed to ride in my outrageous car, 

and we took off on Saturday morning, August 15.  There were only ten days till Barbara and the 

girls would leave Lugano and fly into LaGuardia.  I intended to milk those ten days for every 

minute left in them.  Suck them dry. 

# 

 

 Switching off with each other driving, we made it from Milwaukee to New Orleans by 

the middle of Sunday morning.  Gerry’s place was on a street that crosses from St. Charles to 

Magazine amongst giant live oaks on the edge of the Garden District, a shotgun house.  That’s a 

true New Orleans-style house with all its rooms lined up so you can shoot a shotgun in the front 

door, straight through the house, and out the back door.  Gerry’s place had four rooms in a row, a 

layout also good for cross-ventilation, important in August. 

 As we were exhausted from the drive, Gerry put us down for a nap in his front room 

while he went out for brunch with friends.  It was sweltering, which wasn’t helped by our 

amorous exertions, and then we slept.  I was vaguely awakened by the faint roar of a jet passing 

over, but not quite.  Instead, I felt myself somehow floating near the ceiling at the back of the 

room and looking down on Ken and me as we lay in a splendid sweaty heap.  Then back to sleep. 

   
A Nap in August 

 

 Whether it was an out-of-body experience or merely a dream doesn’t matter.  The vision 

was tremendously vivid either way.  When we were up, Ken fixed us some lunch, and I sat at the 
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kitchen table sketching what I’d seen.  Ken was impressed.  I’m impressed too, if only by the 

many layers of real and reflected depth extending to the distant airplane in the transom window 

and backwards from the armoire’s mirror into the second and third rooms.  My chest hair may be 

too furry, but I couldn’t draw it any lighter.  I seem to have managed a decent likeness of lovely 

Ken, but the self-portrait is a tad idealized. 

# 

 

 In the afternoon I took Ken to see the Tulane campus, which he naturally found quite 

different from his school in Whitewater.  We briefly dropped by my old friend Lee’s place on 

Oak Street for him to meet my love and then drove past my old apartment on Audubon Street.  

Walking in Audubon Park was a dream come true strolling along the bayou hand in hand with 

my lover.  Only six years before, that would’ve been unthinkable.   

 For a welcome dinner, Gerry took us to Commander’s Palace, where Ken’s introduction 

to New Orleans cuisine was jambalaya, quite a surprise for a Milwaukee boy used to bratwurst 

and schnitzels.  When I asked about sailor bars, Gerry told me about how they were tearing down 

the wharves along the riverfront, and there were no more sailors roaming the Quarter.  I couldn’t 

imagine…  Afterwards, even though it was a Sunday evening, I took him down to the French 

Quarter where the day of the week makes no difference to the atmosphere of carousing. 

 We dropped into the Napoleon House on Chartres and St. Louis for a drink, and I told 

Ken how the place had been built as a refuge for Napoleon, but he had died before he could be 

spirited away to America.  I’d often made a ceremonial stop there before going the few blocks to 

Decatur and my favorite haunt, the Latin sailor bar called La Casa de los Marinos.   

      Five years now after I left the city, I was tremendously excited about going to La Casa 

again at last and showing Ken its debauched majesty and insane murals.  When we got to the 

fabled corner, I was devastated to find the bar no longer there.  The almost derelict building was 

closed up tight, and there was obviously some kind of renovation work going on inside.  The 

murals!  It would have been melodramatic to cry, but I certainly felt like sobbing. 

 Hoping against hope, I led Ken down Decatur to check out my other sailor bar, the Greek 

one called the Gin Mill, where I’d spent many a dissolute evening dancing with sailors.  (My 

scandalous carousing history in La Casa and the Gin Mill is in the first memoir.)  The little dive 

was still there but almost empty—and even more dingy and disgusting than I remembered.  The 

bartender also talked about how the wharves by the Quarter were now being demolished to 

develop the riverfront, and the city wasn’t the bawdy port town it used to be.  It was true about 

no more sailors on shore leave.  How appalling! 

 The evening was redeemed on Bourbon Street where we found the grand old gay bar, 

Dixie’s Bar of Music, still going strong on the corner of St. Peter.  And a few blocks up the street 

at Dumaine Lafitte’s in Exile was also still jumping.  Ken was amazed by the crowds on the 

street and the alluring selection of young men in the bars—even on Sunday night.  Also amazing 

for him was the fact that the bars in New Orleans didn’t close, but neither of us was in shape to 

stay out all that late.  We called it a night around three and made our way back to Gerry’s for 

another romp in the hot bed and a modicum of sleep. 

 When Gerry left on Monday morning for work, I took Ken on a tour around the city 

including the gorgeous mansions in the Garden District.  We hit palm-lined Canal Street with all 

its stores and took a daylight walk down balconied Royal Street to the Cathedral and Jackson 

Square.  Back in the car, we toured the Lakefront and grabbed lunch in one of the seafood 
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restaurants.  Then I drove us out River Road to see the San Francisco Plantation, an elegant 

mansion amongst ancient live oaks.   

 Ken heartily agreed that we definitely weren’t in Wisconsin anymore.  At times I noticed 

him quietly looking out the window with a sad expression, wrinkled brow.  A little digging 

revealed that he was agonizing about not finding a job yet and growing desperate.  I suggested 

maybe he should look for something while we were here in New Orleans.  After all there were 

lots of schools here too.  He perked up at that thought, and we finished the tour with a back-and-

forth ride across the huge bridge over the Mississippi River.   

 Gerry, a most hospitable host, took us later down to the Quarter again for some very 

cheap but equally fabulous red beans and rice at Buster Holmes on Orleans and Burgundy.  (That 

street’s name is pronounced ‘Burr-GUN-dee.’)  In my starving (and broke) student days.  I often 

ate there on the kindness of strangers.  Ken was surprised that beans could taste so good, but 

that’s what Creole’s all about. 

 For an after-dinner drink we wandered down to Dixie’s where Gerry introduced us to 

several welcoming acquaintances.  I was disappointed that I saw no one I’d known before, but it 

was small wonder.  Carousers are a population in constant flux, and it was a new crowd.   

 It was sad to think that my dear old companions were probably all off somewhere in 

Middle America now like me living so-called ‘normal’ lives of marriage, or maybe just of quiet 

desperation.  I was again faced with the sobering fact that in a matter of days Barbara would 

come home, and after this spectacular reprieve, my own desperation would resume as before.  To 

soften the pain of that realization, I actually had a gin and tonic. 

### 
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1.6 ENDGAME 

—in which I leave Ken and pick up wife and family in New York 

 

 First thing the next morning Ken sat at Gerry’s phone and called the principals of a bunch 

of schools to ask about openings for teachers.  Not to hover, I went out for a walk around the 

neighborhood and tried not to think about what his cold-calling might mean for our future.  He 

actually found a few possibilities and got downright giddy about maybe getting a job in New 

Orleans.  He’d made an appointment at a junior high school in Metairie for 1:30, one at a high 

school on Jefferson Highway for later in the afternoon, and another at a junior high in mid-town 

for later the next morning.   

 We had a lunch of oyster po-boys at a café on lower Carrollton and then hit the two 

schools.  Parked in the shade, I waited in the car while he was in with the principals and listened 

to the radio with half an ear.  The other half listened to a confusion of ifs, thens, and maybes 

about our love affair and my marriage.  Shuffling possible options got me precisely nowhere. 

 After pleasant, positive interviews, Ken was all bubbly with enthusiasm, and I offered 

what encouragement I could muster around my conundrum.  They’d both call his references this 

afternoon and he should call tomorrow for a decision.  Having done all he could for the day, we 

went to the Audubon Park Zoo when Ken took pictures of giraffes and such, but for the most part 

I just watched him, savoring these potentially last moments together. To celebrate, back at 

Gerry’s we rolled in the sweaty hay again.     

 That evening Gerry took us to a Cajun place on Magazine Street and shared Ken’s 

excitement about the possibilities.  After dinner, for Ken’s edification, we strolled Bourbon 

Street past the strip joints and jazz clubs, and later relaxed with drinks at Dixie’s and Lafitte’s.  

Since the next day was work for Gerry and more job-hunting for Ken, we left early.     

 Champing at the bit, Ken made himself wait till all of 9:30 on Wednesday morning 

before calling the two schools, only to be turned down by both.  I held him and tried to comfort 

him with kisses, but they didn’t help much.  Nor did reminding him that there was still the third 

place to see that morning.  I drove us over to the mid-town school and again waited in the car, 

this time, in spite of my misgivings, generously hoping that he’d be successful. 

 Ken came out from the interview, and even at a distance I could tell by the way he 

walked that he was disappointed.  Apparently they needed a Track Coach to also teach History, 

but his area was Science and Math.  We stopped at the Morrison’s cafeteria on Canal Street for 

lunch and then went to the Delgado Museum in City Park.  Looking at the art seemed to lighten 

his spirits, or at least to distract him. 

 Almost out of sight-seeing suggestions, I drove us over to Lake Pontchartrain where we 

took off our shirts and walked along the seawall.  But the sun was so hot that we soon sought the 

shade along the parkway and lay on the cool grass.  In the face of his desperation, it was hard to 

find things to talk about.  Out in public I couldn’t even console him with kisses.  

 Instead, though it meant facing hard facts for me, we spoke about our plans for heading 

home to Milwaukee on Friday.  I would have to turn right around and leave on Monday for New 

York to pick up Barbara and the girls at the airport.  Dejected, Ken said he’d probably have to 

look for a job in a brewery (of which Milwaukee had many), but he really hated the idea. 

 That was when I recalled my most recent letter from Mother.  I’d written her about the 

plans for a trip to New Orleans, and she wrote back that I should go visit her cousin Paul in 

Covington, a Christian Brother and the head of St. Paul’s School there.  Of course, I’d had no 
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intention of looking up an unknown second cousin in the clergy, but my lover’s anguish made it 

seem important to mention.  Ken insisted that we at least go meet Brother Paul. 

# 

 

 That night, without any detours, we went straight to Dixie’s where it was even more 

crowded than on our earlier nights.  Hopeful again, Ken shamelessly cruised the hot numbers.  

When I actually ran into someone I knew, a former boyfriend from back in 1963 named Butch, 

my current lover took the opportunity to mingle and flirt.   

 Like me, my old friend had grown older, of course, though unlike me, rather heavier.  We 

had a great chat catching up.  Butch was naturally scandalized that I’d gotten married—and had 

kids.  But in the middle of the crowd wasn’t the time or place to explain my fall from gay grace.  

Finding out that Ken was my lover, he congratulated me on having the best of both worlds.  

Again, I couldn’t go into the excruciating details.   

 With hugs, Butch soon took off for some party, and Ken came back to me, exulting that if 

he lived here, he’d run absolutely wild.  I had no doubt but wouldn’t let myself think of that.  We 

stood around in Dixie’s for a good while and talked about the extreme difference between this 

scene and that in Milwaukee.  Ken thought the men here were a lot better looking, and he was 

right.  He was at last coming to understand how glorious my years in the Quarter had been. 

 Eventually we made the pilgrimage up Bourbon the few blocks to Lafitte’s, a trek I’d 

taken so many times in those fabled years past.  To impress Ken further with my glamor, I told 

him that two nude paintings of me were once exhibited there in a show by my Chinese artist 

boyfriend du jour.  Ken figured my love life must have picked up after that, and he was right 

again.  That was how I’d met Alphonse, the large Dane.  Ken and I left around midnight— just 

when the bars were starting to get really crowded.  

# 

 

 Thursday morning fairly early, I dutifully called Covington and asked for Brother Paul, 

who answered right away.  He sounded very happy to hear from me, though we’d never met, and 

thrilled when I asked about maybe visiting today for a bit.  He was the son of my grandfather’s 

sister, which made him my second cousin?  Anyway, we arranged for later on in the morning.  

Ken was so happy that he threw me down onto the bed again and encountered no resistance.   

   Driving to Covington took a good while to cross Lake Pontchartrain on the causeway, at 

about 25 miles reputedly the longest bridge in the world.  True or not, Ken found it weird to be 

on a bridge without a view of either end—or of either distant shore.   

  Following Brother Paul’s directions, we easily found the school and the impressive old 

building.  A secretary very politely ushered us into his big office.  Not having been around a 

priest for several years, and happily so, I was briefly taken aback by my cousin’s black monk’s 

robe.  However, our meeting and greeting was most cordial, and he was warm and welcoming to 

Ken.  After discussing my promising academic career and Mother’s widowed situation in San 

Antonio, I managed to turn the conversation around to Ken’s interest in a teaching position. 

 Brother Paul immediately got very interested and asked him about his experience.  Of 

course Ken’s resume, which he just happened to have handy, showed his Army service, some 

little retail jobs, and school at Whitewater, but he was out looking for his first teaching job.  The 

next question was if he could teach Chemistry.  Yes.  How about Math?  Yes.   

 Right there, Brother Paul offered Ken a job starting on Wednesday of the next week.  

They shook hands, and my robed cousin sighed, “The Lord provides.”  My lover responded, 
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“Thank God,” and feeling religious in my own way, I ruefully exclaimed, “Glory be!”  That was 

my first lesson in one of the verities of life:  Success comes half from being in the right place at 

the right time and half from whom you know.   

 The job came with only a small salary, but Ken could live in the brothers’ residence hall 

and eat meals in the cafeteria.  Brother Paul was sure he’d be comfortable and enjoy it.  So was I, 

especially when we learned that St. Paul’s was an all-boys’ school.  In the car I joked that I was 

sure glad Ken wouldn’t be coaching sports and sending guys to the showers.  I was also selfishly 

glad that he wouldn’t be running wild in the Quarter every night.  Weekends would be enough.      

 For lunch we stopped at a Cajun drive-in for some gumbo.   While Ken went up to the 

window to order, I sat in the car thinking that suddenly the if-thens had just disappeared.  I’d 

have to leave Ken in New Orleans—no longer have a lover—and in just a few days have a wife 

and family again.  In that moment I knew that even without a lover, I couldn’t let that happen.   

 When Ken got in and handed me my bowl of gumbo, I didn’t say anything about my 

decision, not wanting him to think it was because of him.  While we ate, we talked about how 

he’d get Gary to move his stuff out of the Pierce Street apartment and take care of the Mustang, 

maybe drive it down here and fly back.  That’s what brothers were for.  Meanwhile, he’d arrange 

with Gerry to get back to Covington next Tuesday and…  I couldn’t listen for thinking that for 

me next Tuesday would also be a new world.   

# 

 

 To be truthful, leaving Ken on Friday morning wasn’t all that difficult, though still very 

emotional for us both.  We weren’t really saying goodbye—just see you later and fare you well 

in the future, my beloved.  Our continuing love was a given.  As we’d always known it would, 

now the world was tearing us away from each other, but we would still love.   

 While I’m writing this mini-epilogue, I should note that Brother Paul came back into my 

life much later, if only for a brief get-together for drinks, when I first moved to Santa Fe.  He 

was teaching at the Christian Brothers’ high school and college here, where a couple decades 

later I also wound up working.  Curiously, while I worked at that college, I also got to know 

another Christian Brother who taught English, Brother George, and later I even did plant work 

for him on the campus.  A few years later, on re-reading old letters from Ken I learned that he’d 

been friends with Brother George at St. Paul’s School.  How subtly life weaves lovely patterns.  

 So that morning, after our weeks of enormous passion, Ken and I parted ways.  Mine led 

back to Milwaukee alone, a long drive relieved only by hungry stops at diners and two long 

restless naps at rest areas. 

# 

 

 Now comes the anticlimactic part of the reprieve, the climax having come with that 

gumbo moment in Covington.  You can probably guess how things went after that turning point.  

I got back to Milwaukee mid-day on Saturday, August 22, in a nearly comatose state but awake 

enough to call Len from Brown Deer with the news of my return.   

 He drove over and immediately wrestled my exhausted body into bed (while my piles of 

laundry were in the washing machine).  It was a comfort to hold him and hear how terribly he’d 

missed me.  I didn’t say much about the trip except about the sights we saw, nor remark on how 

I’d never once thought of him.  Len was obviously overjoyed to learn that I’d left Ken behind, 

but I didn’t begrudge him his happiness at my loss. 
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 Even though it was Saturday evening, we didn’t go out to the bars.  After dinner at a local 

Chinese eatery, we went back to my place where we fooled around some more and actually got a 

good night’s sleep.  Sunday we had a leisurely morning walk in Brown Deer Park, downright 

chilly after the New Orleans heat, an afternoon’s intimacy, and a Mexican dinner.  That evening 

I packed to leave the next morning.  All during the day Len and I had talked about everything 

under the weak Wisconsin sun except what I’d be doing on the next trip.  Not to encourage his 

hopes, I hadn’t shared my momentous decision with him either.   

 On this next trip, I planned to do what had to be done and then live on my own as a gay 

man, open for whatever the future dream might bring.  A whole new life was beckoning to me, 

but I couldn’t imagine Len being in it as my lover—because Ken still was.  I’ll sadly admit that 

feeling like that, I was heartless to celebrate with Len’s tender affections, not even letting on that 

his love was hopeless.  On Monday morning early I left him forlorn and drove to New York.   

 On that tedious trip the only thing to note was being one of the first drivers to travel a 

superhighway just opened that morning across the mountains of western Pennsylvania.  The new 

cuts through the stone slopes were so impressive that I remember them to this day.  Mid-day 

Tuesday I picked up Barbara and the girls at LaGuardia, and when we got into lighter traffic in 

New Jersey, told her I wouldn’t be taking them back to Milwaukee.  Instead I’d leave them at her 

folks’ place in Ann Arbor.   

 My sudden announcement gave her no chance to say what she’d decided in Lugano about 

our marriage.  I somehow doubt that Barbara had decided to call things off, but at the time I 

didn’t even wonder about that.  I was making the decision for both of us.   

 Apparently without anger or tears, probably not to alarm the girls in the back seat, she 

quietly asked why.  I answered because while they were away, I’d had a love affair and now 

realized that I couldn’t go back to being married.  It was a long and quiet ride back to Michigan. 

Afterwards I never asked about the Lugano verdict, and now these many decades later, it would 

be pointless and probably cruel to ask. 

### 

 

 

 

 


